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Luxury has  pinky-promised to help raise awareness  and proceeds  for a wide range of causes . Image credit: Louis  Vuitton

 
By JEN KING

Affluent consumers' disposable incomes paired with the high cost associated with luxury goods have allowed a
natural alliance of corporate social responsibility and philanthropic involvement to form for the benefit of countless
causes.

From environmental protection to poverty and disease prevention, cause marketing - meaning any mutually
beneficial effort developed by a for-profit company and a nonprofit organization - is  a cornerstone of luxury
marketing as luxury's core consumers have the financial means to give back to those less fortunate. Selecting a
cause and nonprofit to support permits a luxury brand, often revered as sacrosanct, to be viewed as an entity of
shared humanity, rather than commercialism.

"The primary drivers are personal," said Michael Lukich, vice president of marketing at WealthEngine, Bethesda,
MD."Certain individuals give and attend charitable events because it's  the social norm -- they like to see and be seen.
Others feel a genuine gratitude for their wealth and want to give back. Others see it as an investment in society or as
a moral imperative.

"Still others believe that doing good makes good sense," he said. "Some are purely altruistic. They want to feel good
from their giving, which makes sense based on studies that charitable giving enhances the release of oxytocin to the
brain.

"Finally, those who come from wealthy families often give because it is  the family's tradition to do so."

Open your hearts and wallets 
According to Bain & Company, luxury brands began investing in charitable causes more heavily in the wake of the
2008 financial crisis.

At the time, brands were hopeful that giving back would counteract the "luxury shame" associated with the 2008-09
period, which saw the affluent question the value and necessity of high-end products.

As a result of the industry's CSR push, Bain found that in 2014 luxury brands contributed $750 million euros, or $853
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million, to charities. These efforts included being green, sponsoring the arts and museums, and the works of group-
owned foundations such as LVMH's Fondation Louis Vuitton.

Fondation Louis Vuitton celebrates arts and the humanities. Image credit: LVMH

Oftentimes, given the importance of country of origin for many luxury houses, brands sought to give back to their
immediate communities. The financial crisis caused a number of brands to take this approach, as luxury looked to
improve the lives of others.

While it is  hard to quantify the practice of doing good for the community or a particular cause, the consumer
awareness generated by charitable acts can work to a brand's favor. Per Bain, 94 percent of consumers feel that
luxury brands should be involved with philanthropic causes (see story).

Further, as a shared sense of responsibility, affluent consumers are the demographic most likely to donate to
charities, with the average individual donating up to $25 million throughout his or her lifetime. Also, the wealthy
expect the brands they shop to actively be involved with nonprofit organizations.

According to Wealth-X and Arton Capital, ultra-high-net-worth individuals personally engage with specific causes
through volunteer work, fundraising and other philanthropic methods.

Major donors have an average net worth of $300 million. Infographic courtesy of Wealth-X

While the charities supported by UHNW individuals vary, Wealth-X and Arton Capital found that educational-related
organizations and causes accounted for the greatest number of gifts made by affluent philanthropists, with the
average gift size being $4.1 million for education and $11.8 million for higher education.

This is representative of the importance that affluents place on education, often giving back to their alma maters.

Among UHNW donors, religious organizations, human services and the environment receive the least in charitable
gifts at $1.4 million, $1.6 million and $2.9 million, respectively.

Government and society causes receive slightly more, on average, with $3.6 million and $3.4 million being donated.
Health-related charities on average receive donations of $7 million from UHNW donors (see story).
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Philanthropic tendencies vary by gender. Infographic courtesy of Wealth-X

For brands, understanding which types of charities attract UHNW individuals may help in curating philanthropic
programs and initiatives that target affluent donors.

Also, branded philanthropic efforts can work to enhance a brand's reputation, give meaning to luxury products, spur
long-term brand loyalty and give marketers added benefits outside traditional campaigns (see story).

"Nearly 90 percent of UHNW individuals are at least partially self-made, and therefore most of this demographic is
entrepreneurial in spirit," said Maya Imberg, director of custom research at Wealth-X, London. "This entrepreneurial
spirit, combined with a track record for success, often extends to their sense of philanthropy and fuels the concept
that they are capable of making a positive impact on the world's most pressing problems.

"The way in which this demographic is giving is also changing," she said. "From our recent report, 'Changing
Philanthropy: Trend shifts in ultra-wealthy giving,' we note that a new fleet of innovative, hybrid financial vehicles,
part charity, part business, is  emerging to broaden and deepen philanthropy.

"This opens up opportunities for UHNW individuals to make an impact beyond the traditional realm of foundations
and grant applications."

Marketing for what matters
According to Bain, philanthropic initiatives are based on matters of the planet, heart and humanity.

In a consumer climate that demands transparency and eco-friendly business practices, luxury brands are among the
companies working to actively protect the planet through corporate social responsibility (CSR). Many efforts put forth
by luxury brands work to raise awareness for the environment, oceans and wildlife.

For example, U.S. jeweler T iffany & Co. is raising awareness for ivory poaching through its #KnotOnMyPlanet
campaign.

Tiffany's campaign will raise money for the Elephant Crisis Fund, with 100 percent of proceeds going to the
organization, through the sale of limited-edition elephant-shaped jewelry found within the #TiffanySaveTheWild
collection (see story).
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The #TiffanySaveTheWild line was sold on Net-A-Porter. Image credit: T iffany & Co.

On a localized scale, luxury brands have also responded to the effects of global climate change in their own
backyards.

LVMH-owned Scottish distiller Glenmorangie, for instance, has launched a two-fold project to clean the wastewater
produced during the whisky-making process.

Glenmorangie's projects will work to purify and clean the waters near the whisky brand's distillery on the Scottish
coast by reintroducing native oysters and through the opening of an anaerobic digestion plant, which will culminate
to protect the coastline (see story).

Oysters will be reintroduced to the Dornoch Firth estuary in Scotland. Image credit: Glenmorangie

Efforts related to the environment often lead to compassionate fundraisers when environmental disasters occur.

Following 2016's devastating 6.2 magnitude earthquake in Central Italy, automaker Ferrari, for example, auctioned a
one-of-a-kind LaFerrari specifically to raise money for those impacted (see story).

Similarly, Swiss jeweler Chopard works with the Happy Hearts Fund to rebuild schools and aid children that have
been affected by natural disasters through sales of the Happy Diamonds Icons bracelet.
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Chopard's $1,540 Happy Diamonds Icons bracelet is made of 18-karat gold and has a pink sapphire pendant. Image
credit: Chopard

The Happy Hearts Fund was founded in 2005 by model Petra Nemcova after she was injured during the 2004
tsunami that devastated parts of Southeast Asia (see story).

Helping hearts
Helping individuals in need via nonprofits that work to combat hunger, poverty and provide underprivileged
children with education and resources are most commonly supported by luxury brands.

Investing in nonprofits that help those less fortunate can imbue a sense of benevolence and empathy for the
participating brand and consumer donor. Furthermore, by launching annual campaigns, brands instill authenticity
while boosting awareness and support for a specific cause.

Each year, U.S. fashion label Michael Kors, for example, launches its Watch Hunger Stop campaign for the United
Nation's World Food Program. Watch Hunger Stop activates consumers through purchases and social media
participation, which is then translated to a specific number of meals donated to the program by the Michael Kors
brand.

In 2016, Michael Kors pledged 25 meals for each Snapchat photo taken that included its Watch Hunger Stop
geolocation filter (see story).

Michael Kors' 2016 Watch Hunger Stop effort included a Snapchat element. Image credit: Michael Kors

Assisting those less fortunate is tenfold when the charity's recipient is a child, with efforts including one-off doll and
toy auctions and community outreach programs.
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Luxury often rallies behind charity initiatives that advance a child's potential through education that may otherwise
be unavailable.

Over its 10-year partnership with charity organization UNICEF, Italian fashion house Gucci, for example, has helped
more than 7.5 million children in Asia and sub-Saharan Africa.

To commemorate this milestone, as well as to highlight children helped by the partnership, Gucci commissioned a
short video showing the impact education can have on the lives of young girls (see story).

Gucci's Growing Tall, a film celebrating its work with UNICEF

While access to education is paramount, other luxury brands have supported underprivileged children through
community projects that play into a child's interests.

During the 2014 FIFA World Cup, where Hublot was official timekeeper, the Swiss watchmaker enlisted the local
support of Brazil's  Secretary of Human Rights to build a playground for children in the favela Jacarezhino in Rio de
Janeiro (see story).

While much is being done by luxury philanthropic initiatives to better children's lives, there is also industry-wide
support of women's issues. Efforts commonly focus on domestic and sexual violence and gender equality.

Luxury embraces women's empowerment through related causes as a reflection of its  primary consumer base. Most
of luxury marketing speaks directly to women, and it is  well-founded and appropriate for those brands to support all
women.

In 2013, Gucci took a stance on women's right to education, health and justice by establishing Chime for Change with
then-creative director Frida Giannini, actress Salma Hayek Pinault and singer Beyonc Knowles-Carter at its  helm.

Gucci's Chime for Change - Anniversary film: Impact

Since then, Chime for Change has been fundraising and raising awareness for its three pillars through Global
Citizen events, a Twitter-based mobile application and other campaigns (see story).

Of the many women's efforts supported by luxury houses, working to end domestic and sexual violence is often
embraced because the issue transcends financial and social standing.

For example, Italian fashion house Trussardi collected the testimonies of real women to raise awareness for
domestic violence in the #LovyFigthers campaign in benefit of the brand's charity of choice, the Double Defense
Onlus Foundation (see story).

Trussardi sells a charity T -shirt to benefit the Double Defense Onlus Foundation. Image credit: Trussardi

French luxury conglomerate Kering is similarly a vocal advocate of ending violence against women, doing so
through its annual White Ribbon campaign and with international partner NGOs.
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Last year's #BeHerVoice crowdfunding platform, a White Ribbon component, was supported by male ambassadors,
to express that gender violence is not only a women's issue (see story).

Similar to domestic and sexual violence, health does not discriminate by affluence.

As an equalizing factor of life, raising funds and awareness for disease prevention and research provides an
opportunity for luxury charities to target a large array of consumers.

Founded in 1992, Este Lauder's Breast Cancer Awareness campaign and Pink Ribbon initiative, for example, is
active in more than 70 countries and has raised $53 million dollars with approximately $42 million funding 166
research projects over the last 20 years (see story).

Beyond its support of numerous forms of cancers and degenerative diseases, luxury brands have long been
proponents for AIDS research through charitable partnerships with The (RED) Foundation and The Foundation for
AIDS Research (amfAR).

For example, LVMH-owned Mot & Chandon raised $85,000 for amfAR through an auction for its Mot Mini Vending
Machine at the 2017 New York Fashion Week gala on Feb. 8.

Mot & Chandon also provides Champagne for all amfAR galas and events. Image credit: Mot & Chandon

Additional lots included artwork by Andy Warhol and Harry Winston jewelry (see story).

Shared human experience 
Aside from fighting for social causes, luxury philanthropy is also firmly rooted in the community through efforts that
support the humanities.

As advocates of fine art, luxury brands are known to pledge financial support to restoration projects, cultural works,
exhibitions at galleries, museums and other institutions.

For instance, leather goods maker Tod's Group pledged 25 million euros, or about $34 million, to help Italian
officials fund repairs of the Roman Colosseum. The first phase of the restoration project was completed in July 2016
(see story).

Tod's for Rome's Colosseum - The restoration works

As for cultural works such as art, literature and music, Bulgari has pledged to preserve classic Italian artworks (see
story), LVMH will financially assist in the publication of the "Complete Works of Voltaire," an edition that will
include unpublished texts (see story) and British department store Selfridges is working to safeguard London's
independent music scene (see story).

While many of these efforts work to preserve cultural works and landmarks for future generations, luxury spends
ample time ensuring that handicrafts, a primary pillar for the industry, also survive.

For example, Christian Louboutin looked beyond its native France for a charitable collaboration focused on
retaining craft.

The brand's Mexicaba "treasure tote" bags were created in collaboration with Fundacin Haciendas del Mundo
Maya's Taller Maya, which gives artisans a place to gather, helping to preserve time-honored techniques that might
otherwise be lost.
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Christian Louboutin's Mexicaba tote celebrates Mexican craftsmanship. Image credit: Christian Louboutin

In addition to commissioning work, 10 percent of sales of these handbags will go back to the organization, allowing
it to continue its work in Mexico's Yucatan Peninsula (see story).

Getting the word out 
Events such as sponsored galas, auctions, sports matches and fashion shows have been the primary method used to
spur donations from affluent clients for decades, but the rise of social media has opened luxury's charity work
beyond VIP consumers.

Brands often leverage dedicated days and months to the advantage of the causes with which they have aligned,
sharing online content and participation activities daily.

For example, October is Breast Cancer Awareness Month and many brands launch efforts that tie survivor
testimonies with pledging opportunities, with proceeds going to beneficiaries such as Ralph Lauren's Pink Pony, for
instance (see story).

Many social efforts incorporate the breast cancer pink ribbon in October. Image credit: Bloomingdale's

Similarly for November, nicknamed "Movember" in support of men's health, grooming brands encourage social
sharing of before- and after-pictures of grown-out mustaches and beards (see story).

A similar tactic is taken for days commemorating specific causes such as International Women's Day March 8 (see
story) and World Refugee Day June 20 (see story), among many others.

These honorary days kick-start a conversation about various causes, and provide luxury brands an all-encompassing
and consumer-facing platform to discuss on social media how they are supporting NGO partners.

Sharing charitable campaigns on social channels also allows brands to share philanthropic products, designed to
benefit a cause, with an audience much larger than its standard base.
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Conversations are generated using charity-specific hashtags. Image credit: Louis Vuitton

The charity tie-in of a specific purchase, such as Bulgari's B.zero1-inspired collection to benefit Save the Children
(see story) or Louis Vuitton's Lockit jewelry for UNICEF (see story), may convert consumers who do not often shop
the brand, but feel compelled to do so to help others.

"It goes to the data. Who are their customers? What are their interests and their passions?" WealthEnginge's Mr.
Lukich said.

"Some time ago, WealthEngine realized that the same people who make major, transformational gifts to charity are
usually the same demographic which makes luxury purchases," he said.

"So find a true fit. Don't fit a square peg in a round hole. If it feels like a stretch, it probably is. It's  like putting on a
really good pair of shoes. If it's  a fit, it will feel completely comfortable and will be very natural."

Pledges of authenticity 
Despite embracing causes across the board and publicizing ways to help, the luxury business has often done so
sporadically without putting much thought into what a charity says for the greater meaning of the brand and its
narrative.

If a charity effort does not authentically align with a brand's values, no matter how well-meaning, consumers will
see through flimsy CSR campaigns. Consumers will tag the effort as not being for the greater good, but for the
brand's bottom line and industry humblebrags.

As with all things in luxury, if not properly vetted, an effort can come across as an overt product push, or worse,
jumping on a passing trend for the sake of the organic reach provided by charity campaigns and cause marketing.

"First, it needs to be authentic and the best way to do that is to align the cause with an organization's strategic goals,"
said Cliff Sloan, founder/CEO of Phil&Co., New York. "Cause marketing is not charity. The program or partnership
should be conceived and strategized so that there is mutual benefit to both the cause and the private enterprise for
each transaction, engagement or other performance metric.

"Second, the cause should be strategically aligned with the brand a natural fit, extension or marriage," he said. "That
will increase the likelihood of it being relevant and feeling authentic to consumers.

"For instance, a hypothetical suncare product that fights skin cancer, a food company that fights hunger, a cruise line
that protects the oceans, a sporting goods chain that supports youth athletics, et cetera."

Best-practice tips:

Cliff Sloan of Phil&Co.:
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"Engage and motivate your employees. They're invaluable advocates and likely have powerful social
followings. If they walk the walk, it's  tantamount to conveying authenticity and extremely beneficial to the
program."

"Make a commitment. Cause should have 'a seat at the table' in almost every brand's marketing strategy.
Invest the time to align with a not-for-profit (NFP) partner and to craft a proactive strategy that extends for
at least a year or more. In fact, there are some nonprofit organizations that won't accept a corporate
sponsor without a minimum three-year commitment. As with most other marketing programs, cause
partnerships and campaigns should evolve and optimize over time."

"The cause strategy should be customized to the audience and 'voice' of the individual brand and
promoted via the channels that are most relevant to their consumers. The usual mix might include
advertising, social, email, PR, events, on-premise, if applicable, and direct marketing."

Michael Lukich of WealthEngine: 

"A charity's best donors are often their best volunteers. Very often, high-net-worth individuals are courted
to serve on a charity's board of directors where there is an expectation to not only give, but to solicit
others for gifts. One tool that we often use is our Connections relationship-mapping tool which can be
eye-opening in terms of who is connected to who within the community across nonprofit and business
boards. Leveraging this tool can help not only nonprofits, but also luxury brands. Many luxury marketers
are eager to integrate philanthropic interests into their branding in order to build appreciation for their
brand."

Wealth-X and Arton Capital's "Changing Philanthropy: Trend shifts in ultra-wealthy giving" report, 2016:

"Millennials are having a major impact in changing the shape of philanthropy, ushering in new models
that combine traditional foundations with profit-making endeavors and social enterprises. They tend to
be more socially and environmentally aware and are driving employee-based philanthropy. Despite only
holding a small amount of total UHNW wealth, with their less traditional models, millennials can lead the
way for other UHNW individuals to follow."
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